Reducing Costs and Managing Your Pharmacy’s Consumables Just Got Easier With PharmacyAutomationSupplies.com

A trusted name in healthcare manufacturing for over 100 years our new state-of-the-art e-commerce platform is designed to help you manage inventory and be the one-stop-shop for all your consumable supplies.

Company Background
Pharmacy Automation Supplies (PAS) has been using our manufacturing capabilities to support pharmacies for over 100 years. We began as a small local print manufacturer addressing the label and bag needs of a few regional pharmacies, but have grown to one of the largest and most relied upon suppliers in the country as a result of our dedication to competitive pricing, reputation for quality, and consistent industry leading turnaround times. In addition to a traditional retail pharmacy, we focus on supporting the evolving needs of all the unique and dynamic segments of pharmacy (including retail, LTC, hospital, specialty, central fill, institutional, nuclear, and much more). We know our products are counted on to perform in the most demanding pharmacy environments every day and hold ourselves to the same high standards of accuracy, consistency, and execution that pharmacies themselves do.

Our state-of-the-art manufacturing and distribution facilities feature 20 high-speed flexographic printing presses, PVC blister thermoforming machines, an in-house art and graphics department, plate manufacturing, inside sales division, customer service, and over 30,000 square feet of warehouse space devoted to addressing the needs of pharmacies.

PharmacyAutomationSupplies.com is our newest initiative to support our clients. Whether you’re a compounding pharmacy filling twenty-five prescriptions per day or central fill facilities filling tens of thousands, our investment in technology helps ease the process of finding the right products, comparing pricing, placing orders, tracking order status, and managing inventory. If inventory management has been a problem, let the website do the work and based on your order quantities and frequencies it’ll let you know what products you may need to order soon.

Why PAS?
In what’s become an increasingly competitive marketplace, Pharmacy Automation Supplies recognizes that reducing costs on supplies is essential to the long-term success of all pharmacies. PAS’s goal is to help your pharmacy save time and money with our high volume-low margin business model and by being the only supplier needed for the most frequently used packaging consumables in your daily operations. With our short and long run custom manufacturing capabilities on pharmacy labels, prescription bags, and blister cards, PAS can help pharmacies of all sizes and volumes achieve branding consistent with how they want to market/promote the most visible parts of the prescription to patients. Through continued investments in tooling and machinery, we continue to demonstrate that our efficiencies and run speeds allow us to set industry pricing without ever sacrificing the quality and lead times that have fueled our growth over the last 100 years.

In addition to our print capabilities, and in response to repeated customer requests over the years, we’ve leveraged our warehouse space to provide a one-stop-shop and wholesale pricing on other commonly used products in the industry. While we’re always adding new products in response to changes in the industry, our most popular warehouse products include: authentic Lexmark toners, thermal transfer ribbons, and strip/pouch packaging supplies.

Product Overview
Pharmacy Automation Supplies Specializes in the Manufacturing and Distribution of:

- **Pharmacy Labels**
  - Direct Thermal and Thermal Transfer Labels
  - Specialty LTC Labels with Re-Order Pull Tabs
  - Direct Thermal Kits for Vial Filling Robots
  - Laser Labels

- **Blister Cards**
  - Unit Dose Heat and Cold Seal Cards
  - Qube and Qube Mini Weekly Multi-Dose Cards
  - Qube31 Monthly Multi-Dose Cards
  - FlexRx and FlexRx Lite Weekly Multi-Dose Cards

- **Prescription Bags**
  - Eight Sizes of Pharmacy Paper Bags
  - Two Sizes of Plastic OTC T-Shirt Style Bags

- **Strip/Pouch Packaging Supplies**
  - Thermal Transfer Ribbons
  - Paper/Foil Rolls for Strip and Pouch Filling Automation
  - Stock and Custom Boxes to Hold and Dispense Pouches

- **Pharmacy Vials/Bottles**
  - Premium Line Manufactured by Centor
  - Economy Line

- **Lexmark Toners for Label Application Including New MS Series**